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Abstract

Blockchain technology is getting a growing attention from various organizations and
researchers as it provides magical solutions to the problems associated with the classical
centralized architecture. Blockchain, whether public or private, is a distributed ledger
with the capability of maintaining the integrity of transactions by decentralizing the led-
ger among participating users. On the other hand, the Internet of Things (IoT) represents
a revolution of the Internet which can connect nearly all environment devices over the
Internet to share their data to create novel services and applications for improving our
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quality of life. Although the centralized IoT system provides countless benefits, it raises
several challenges. Resolving these challenges can be done by integrating IoT with
blockchain technology. To be prepared for the integration process, this chapter pro-
vides an overview of technical aspects of the blockchain and IoT. It started by reviewing
blockchain technology and its main structure. Applications and challenges of the
blockchain are also presented. This is followed by reviewing the IoT system by highlight-
ing common architecture and essential characteristics. Various applications and chal-
lenges of the IoT system are also discussed.

1. Introduction

Before the invention of the blockchain, managing various activities

and actions over the Internet was achieved through a centralized server to

guarantee non-repudiation of data. A group of distributed entities could

not verify transactions without using the centralized authority [1]. There

was no trust between communicating parties, so a third party was needed

to build the required trust and manage the communication process. This

problem was known as the Byzantine Generals Problem (BGP) [2]. This

problem supposed that there were three sections of the Byzantine army

waiting outside an enemy city and planning to attack it. The army general

of each section was independent; however, a common course of action

should be achieved to be able to conquer the city. The army generals’ capa-

bilities to interconnect with one another were only allowed through a

messenger service, and there was a traitor who corrupts generals’ actions

to make sure there is no chance to make a united attack [3].

To find a solution to the problem of Byzantine generals, the blockchain

increases transparency and reliability by using a probabilistic approach to

distribute data among several users of the network. Generally, blockchain

is a distributed database/ledger of transactions used to manage a constantly

increasing set of records. It provides an efficient way to maintain security and

data integrity in which a transaction must be verified by the majority of

participating users in the blockchain network to be eligible to add in the

ledger [3,4]. The blockchain does not use a third party to store information

instead, every participating user in the blockchain network holds a genuine

copy of the ledger. So, if a user has breached and added a malicious trans-

action, the system will discard it, as it should be verified by all other network

users. Also, there is a multi-signature protection to validate each transaction,

which adds another layer of security [5]. Therefore, injecting the distributed

ledger with false or malicious data by an intruder or malicious user is
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significantly reduced. It is possible to happen but only if the intruder uses

more computational power than the complete blockchain network, which

is very rare to occur [6].

Another technology added significant developments to our community

by having the capability to connect environment devices over the Internet

to share their data and create new applications and services for improving our

quality of life. This technology is known as the Internet of Things (IoT).

The IoT is considered as an evolution of the Internet which involves both

virtual and physical things of our environment, which are in billions [7].

Using a set of cheap sensors, the IoT enables several advantages to users

by collecting relevant information that will ultimately change their lifestyles

and improve their quality of life [8].

The next phase of developments is to merge the IoT with blockchain

technology. Although the centralized IoT architecture provides various

benefits, it raises severe challenges regarding costs, scalability and security.

The blockchain provides a decentralized model that can process billions

of operations between various IoT devices. This is, in turn, will reduce

the costs associated with building andmaintaining large centralized data cen-

ters. Moreover, in the absence of a third party, the security issues regarding

the single point of failure will be eliminated [6].

To be prepared for the integration of IoT with blockchain, this chapter

presents technical aspects of blockchain and IoT. It started by providing a

discussion of the blockchain technology and its main components. Current

applications and challenges of the blockchain are also presented. This is

followed by providing an overview of the IoT system including its common

architecture and essential characteristics. Various applications and challenges

of the IoT system are also discussed.

This chapter is structured as follows; Section 2 provides the technical

aspects of blockchain technology by discussing its history, structure, main

characteristics, applications and challenges; Section 3 presents an overview

of the IoT system by providing its definitions, architecture, essential char-

acteristics, applications and challenges; and Section 4 is the conclusion.

2. Blockchain technology

This section provides a discussion of the technical aspects of

blockchain technology. It discusses various definitions of blockchain with

highlighting its essential characteristic and different types of the blockchain.

Various applications and challenges of the blockchain are also presented.
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2.1 An overview of blockchain
Blockchain is a distributed and decentralized ledger of transactions used to

manage a constantly increasing set of records. To store a transaction in the

ledger, the majority of participating users in the blockchain network should

agree and record their consent. A set of transactions are grouped together

and allocate a block in the ledger, which is chained of blocks. To link the

blocks together, each block encompasses a timestamp and hash function

to the previous block. The hash function validates the integrity and non-

repudiation of the data inside the block. Moreover, to keep all participating

users of the blockchain network updated, each user holds a copy of the

original ledger and all users are synchronized and updated with newly

change [4].

Blockchain has defined by many organizations from different perspec-

tives. For instance, Coinbase, the world’s largest cryptocurrency exchange,

defined blockchain as “a distributed, public ledger that contains the history of every

bitcoin transaction” [9]. This definition explains the blockchain from the cryp-

tocurrency’s perspective which does not consider the fact that the

blockchain can be used in various applications independently. Whereas

Oxford dictionary provides a more common definition for the blockchain.

It stated “a digital ledger in which transactions made in bitcoin or another crypto-

currency are recorded chronologically and publicly” [10].

In addition, a broader definition for the blockchain is provided by

Webopedia. It stated “a type of data structure that enables identifying and tracking

transactions digitally and sharing this information across a distributed network of com-

puters, creating in a sense a distributed trust network. The distributed ledger technol-

ogy offered by blockchain provides a transparent and secure means for tracking the

ownership and transfer of assets” [11]. This definition provides a more detailed

description of the blockchain by highlighting its essential features with con-

firming that the blockchain is not only a distributed technology but also a

decentralized environment.

Moreover, highlighting the main elements of blockchain technology,

Sultan et al. [12] provides a general definition for the blockchain. It stated

“a decentralized database containing sequential, cryptographically linked blocks of dig-

itally signed asset transactions, governed by a consensus model.”

2.2 History of blockchain
The history of blockchain technology has their roots in the 1980s and 1990s

in the 20th century. However, it becamewidely acknowledged in 2008 after
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the discovery of the Bitcoin. According to Pilkington [13], the first notion of

digital currency was invented based on a centralized server to avoid double-

spending, which is the process of using the same bitcoins more than once.

However, this perception failed to provide a solution for double-spending,

anonymity and centralization problems.

The world remains several years to utilize the centralized architecture

which use a third party to control and maintain the trust between commu-

nication parties until Szabo at the end of 1990 invented a decentralized dig-

ital currency which was called bit gold. After about 10 years, Bitcoin

cryptocurrency was presented. Blockchain became broadly popular after

the legendary paper of Nakamoto [6]. He proposed substituting the classical

centralized architecture with a new technique based on a consensus mech-

anism. Initially, the technology was named as blockchain as two words

“block” and “chain”; however, by 2016, two words are combined into

one word to be what we all know now blockchain [14].

During the period from 2011 to 2013, blockchain has widely used in

cryptocurrencies especially in currency transfer and digital payment. Now-

adays, blockchain technology has emerged in various applications and

services to make use of decentralization and immutability features. Fig. 1

depicts the history of blockchain technology from 1990 till now.

2.3 Building blocks of blockchain
Blockchain technology has the potential to deliver an effective way of stor-

ing transactions in the ledger with ensuring transparency, security and audit-

ability. Although the blockchain still in the early stage of approval, the

The concept of  distributed
computing started to appear
since 1990.

The         deployment          of  
cryptocurrency    in   practical
applications related to cash

The blockchain has emerged
in  various  applications  with
further developments

Nakamoto   developed    bitcoin
and   introduced  the  notion  of
blockchain to use decentralized
and distributed ledger.

Currency transfer and
digital payments

2012–2013

2011–2012 2017–2018

2009

1990s

Fig. 1 History of the blockchain.
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commercial community should adopt it for industries and businesses to

avoid disruptive surprises or wasted chances.

The next section provides a brief discussion of significant building blocks

of blockchain technology.

2.3.1 Database
A classical database is a data structure used for storing information. It uses a

relational model to provide more composite ways of querying and collecting

data by linking information frommultiple databases. The information stored

in databases can be organized using a DataBase Management System

(DBMS). A simple database is stored in data elements called a table which

contains fields. Each field contains columns to describe the field and rows

to define a record stored in the database [15].

One of the main elements of the blockchain is the database. However,

this is not a normal database containing rows and columns; instead, it is a

ledger of all previous transactions for all participating users within the

blockchain network. This type of databases is characterized by having a

high-throughput, decentralized control, low latency, immutable data stor-

age and built-in security.

2.3.2 Block
Block is the key storage element in the blockchain. It contains and perse-

veres data related to multiple transactions. The blocks are chained together

by storing the hash of the previous block in the current block, which makes

blocks chained as a circle for enclosure in the public ledger.

Blocks are typically divided into two segments, header and a group of

transactions. The header contains the block metadata which is used to con-

tain all details about the block in the ledger [16]. Fig. 2 shows the structure of

a block and illustrates how blocks chained together with the block header

information described as follows:

• Version number: 4bytes to indicate the version number of the block.

• Previous block hash: 32bytes to describe the hash of the previous block of

the blockchain. It acts as a pointer between the current block and the

previous block in the ledger.

• Timestamp: 4bytes to record the time at which the block has been

created.

• Merkle tree: 32bytes which are a hash (SHA-256) of all transactions that

are related to this block.

• Difficulty target: 4bytes to identify the difficulty target of the block.

• Nonce: 4bytes to create the block and compute different hashes.
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2.3.3 Hash
The hash function is a complex mathematical problem which the miners

have to solve in order to find a block. The notion of hash function is used

as a way to search for data in a database. Hash functions are collision-free,

which means it is very difficult to find two identical hashes for two different

messages. Hence, the blocks are identified through their hash, serving two

purposes; identification and integrity verification [17].

For linking blocks together, each block encompasses the hash of its par-

ent inside its own header which places a chain going all the way back to the

first block which creates a sequence of hashes. The hash values are kept in a

hash table which is a well-organized indexing mechanism to increase the

performance of the search operations [18].

2.3.4 Minor
A CPU that tries to solve a computationally intense mathematical problem

to discover a novel block is known as a miner. The miners can work either

alone or in pools to try to find out the solution of the mathematical problem.

The process of finding a new block is started by broadcasting new trans-

actions to all the users of the blockchain network. Each user collects new

transactions into a block and works to find the block’s proof-of-work. If

a user finds it, the block will be broadcasted to all the users to verify it.

The block will be verified only if all inside transactions are valid. The block

can be considered as accepted from all the participating users in the

blockchain network when they start working on generating the next block

in the chain using the hash of the accepted block as the previous hash. In

some cases, the transactions with the highest costs are first selected from

minors, since the minor who finds the block earns the costs or fees of all

the transactions in that block [17].

Version Merkle Tree

Hash of  Block N–1

Nonce Difficulty Target

Block State

List of  Transactions

Version Merkle Tree

Hash of  Block N+1

Nonce Difficulty Target

Block State

List of  Transactions

Version Merkle Tree

Hash of  Block N

Nonce Difficulty Target

Block State

List of  Transactions

Fig. 2 Structure of block showing how blocks chained together with header
information.
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2.3.5 Transaction
A blockchain transaction can be defined as a small unit of task that is stored in

public records. These records are implemented, executed and stored in the

blockchain only after being verified by the majority of users involved in the

blockchain network. Each previous transaction can be reviewed at any time

but cannot be updated. The size of the transaction is significant for miners

since larger transactions need more space in the block and consume more

power, while smaller transactions are easier to validate and consume less

power [18].

2.3.6 Consensus mechanism
Blockchain is a type of distributed ledger used to store a record of all previous

transactions. It called distributed since it is stored across multiple computers

over the network worldwide. The main operation of a distributed ledger is

to guarantee that the entire network approves the contents of the ledger,

which is done by using the consensus mechanism.

There are a number of consensus mechanisms. However, the most com-

mon blockchain consensus mechanisms are Proof of Stake (PoS) and Proof

ofWork (PoW). The key difference between various consensus mechanisms

is the way they delegate and reward the verification of transactions [15].

PoW is a popular consensus mechanism used by the most widespread

cryptocurrency networks like Bitcoin and Litecoin. The participant-user

in the blockchain network is required to prove the work was done to qualify

them to obtain the ability to add new blocks to the ledger. However, the

mining process requires high energy consumption and processing time.

PoS is another public consensus mechanism to provide a low-cost, low-

energy consumption in comparison with the PoWmechanism. Also, it allo-

cates the responsibility to the participant users in proportion to the number

of virtual currency tokens held by it. However, this derives a downside as it

encourages crypto-coin saving, instead of spending it [16].

2.4 Characteristics of blockchain
Blockchain can be considered as a decentralized architecture with built-in

security to increase the trust and integrity of transactions. This section aims

to provide a discussion of common characteristics associated with the

blockchain. These features, as summarized in Fig. 3, include:

• Decentralization: In contrast to the centralized architecture which pre-

sents several issues including single point of failure and scalability, the

blockchain uses a decentralized and distributed ledger to utilize the
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processing capabilities of all the participating users in the blockchain net-

work, which reduce latency and eliminate the single point of failure.

• Immutability: One of the essential features of the blockchain is the ability

to ensure the integrity of transactions by creating immutable ledgers. In

traditional centralized architectures, databases can be altered and a trust

with a third party needs to be created to guarantee information integrity.

While in blockchain technology, since each block in the distributed led-

ger relates to the previous block constituting a chain of blocks, the blocks

are permanently saved and never changed as long as the participating user

continue to maintain the network [15].

• Transparency: Blockchain delivers a high level of transparency by sharing

transaction details between all participants users involved in those trans-

actions. In a blockchain environment, no need for a third party which

improve business friendliness and guarantees a trusted workflow.

• Better Security: Although security represents an essential issue for most

new technologies, blockchain provides better security since it uses public

key infrastructure that protects against malicious actions to change data.

Fig. 3 Characteristics of the blockchain.
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The participating users of the blockchain network place their trust in the

integrity and security features of the consensus mechanism. In addition,

blockchain eliminates the single point of failure which affects the entire

system [12].

• Efficiency: Blockchain improves the classical centralized architecture by

distributing database records between various users involved in the

blockchain network. The distribution of transactions makes it more

transparent to verify all records stored in the database. Blockchain is

more efficient than the classical centralized architecture in terms of cost,

settlement speed and risk management [19].

2.5 Types of blockchain
There are three types of blockchain; public, private and federated, as shown

in Fig. 4.

• Public Blockchain: It is a blockchain that allows any anonymous user to be

added to the blockchain network, sends a new transaction, verifies newly

added blocks and reads the content of the blockchain. Public blockchain

is open for all types of entities to participate in the network. Securing the

public blockchain is done using cryptoeconomics which is a mixture of

cryptographic verification and economic incentives using consensus

Blockchain

Permissioned Permissionless

Federated Blockchain Private Blockchain Public Blockchain

Example: Example: Example:

R3, B3i, EWF
Everledger, Ripple,

Eris
Bitcoin, Ethereum,

NXT, Litecoin

Fig. 4 Types of blockchains.
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mechanisms such as PoW or PoS. There are many examples of public

blockchains; however, the most common are Ethereum, Bitcoin and

NXT [20].

• Private Blockchain: In this type of blockchains, only a specific organization

has the authority to join the blockchain network, send a new transaction,

and participate in the consensus mechanism. Users willing to participate

have to gain their permissions from the organization before joining the

blockchain network. Likely applications that used private blockchain

include database management and auditing. Common instances of pri-

vate blockchain are Ripple, Everledger and Eris [21]. In comparison

with public blockchain, the private blockchain is easier since the number

of participating users are small so that verifying the new blocks does not

take huge processing power and time. Also, the private blockchain pro-

vides a better privacy as only users identified within the blockchain net-

work can read the transactions.

• Federated Blockchain: It is considered as partly private blockchain. It is oper-

ated under the authority of a group of companies or organizations. So, it is a

private blockchain for a specific set of organizations. Unlike public

blockchain, federated blockchain is faster and delivers better scalability

and privacy. Examples of federated blockchains areR3, EWF, andB3i [13].

Table 1 provides a comparison between public, private and federated

blockchains in terms of access permission, speed of transaction execution,

efficiency, security, immutability, consensus mechanism, network and asset.

2.6 How does blockchain work?
As said earlier, the blockchain is a decentralized and distributed ledger for

maintaining the integrity of transactions. Before discussing how the

blockchain works, let us talk about the classical ledger or centralized archi-

tecture. For a long time, ledgers were used as means for bankers and gov-

ernments to store various transactions regarding land possession and other

activities that require maintaining a record of the transaction. Maintaining

and building a trust relationship between parties of a certain transaction were

the major problem, so the bank or government office was used as a central

authority to accomplish the required changes in the transactions and design

contracts to define who possess what. Therefore, distinguishing between

genuine and fake transactions are only done by the central authority.

The ledger manager (bank or government office) built the required trust,

so people can sell and buy without having to worry since the centralized
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manager controls the access to their information on the ledger. These ledgers

are totally centralized in which a third-party person or organization is trusted

by all users and has a full control over transactions management. Also, these

ledgers are black-boxed since the ledger contents are only visible to the led-

ger manager.

On the other hand, blockchain provides similar functions in terms of

storing and maintaining transactions but no third-party (ledger manager)

is required. It solves the problem of the central authority that verifies trans-

actions by decentralizing the ledger in which each participating user within

the blockchain network holds a copy of the original ledger. In addition, any

participating user can request to add a transaction; however, the transaction

is added to the block only if the majority of participating users in the

blockchain network verify it. An automatic checking is reliably done for

each user to generate a fast and protected ledger that is significantly

tamper-proof the transactions and blocks [22].

Once a transaction is verified, it will be added and linked with other

transactions in a block, which is linked with previous blocks in the ledger

through a timestamp and hash function. This forms chains of blocks, which

create what is known as blockchain. Once the block is generated, all

Table 1 Differences between public, private and federated blockchain.
Item Public Private Federated

Access Read/write for

anyone

Read/write for a

single organization

Read/write for

multiple selected

organizations

Speed Slower Lighter and faster Lighter and faster

Efficiency Low High High

Security Proof of work, proof

of stake, and other

consensus mechanisms

Pre-approved

participants and

voting/multi-party

consensus

Pre-approved

participants and

voting/multi-party

consensus

Immutability Nearly impossible to

tamper

Could be tampered Could be tampered

Consensus

process

Permissionless and

anonymous

Permissioned and

known identities

Permissioned and

known identities

Network Decentralized Partially

decentralized

Partially

decentralized

Asset Native Asset Any Asset Any Asset
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participating users in the blockchain network start to look for the next block

by trying to solve the complex mathematical function and generate a gen-

uine encrypted block of transactions to add it to the ledger. This process is

called mining, in which all users (minors) compete to generate the new

block. The first minor to generate a genuine block and add it to the ledger

is rewarded with the sum of fees for its transactions. Fees are applied to each

transaction. Since blocks involve a large number of transactions which are

added repeatedly, minors could collect multiple fees.

The ledger held by all participating users in the network is updated once a

novel block is added. If the newly added block has been verified by all par-

ticipating users and all its transactions are genuine, the block will be added

and remains permanently in the ledger as a public record. If a conflict is dis-

covered, the block will be discarded. Corrupting a classical ledger needs an

attack on the third party (centralized manager). While the blockchain is

immutable, so if there is a malicious attempt to alter the contact of any trans-

action, this will need repeated computations of PoW for the involved block

and all other blocks afterward. These calculations are very difficult to accom-

plish unless most of the users in the blockchain network are malicious. Also,

the possibility of having a fake ledger does not exist since all participating

users have their own genuine copy of the ledger to compare with [23].

Fig. 5 shows the flow process of a typical financial transaction using the

blockchain when a User A wants to send money to User B. The flow starts

when User A requests to add a block to the ledger which contains informa-

tion regarding his financial transfer transaction. After creating the block, it

broadcasted between all participating users in the blockchain network to

verify it. When the new block is verified by all participating users in the net-

work, the block will be added to the ledger and the transfer operation will be

completed. At last User B can receive the money.

2.7 Applications of blockchain
There are several applications that can benefit from various capabilities of

blockchain technology. These applications include:

2.7.1 Music industry
Due to the evolution of the Internet and ease of accessibility to various

streaming facilities over the Internet, the music industry has become one

of the applications that can benefit from enormous benefits provided by

blockchain technology. The music industry involves a variety of entities

such as publishers, songwriters, artists, labels and streaming service providers.

The music ownership has changed and become more difficult due to the
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growth of the Internet. There is a need for transparency in the copyrights

and ownership payments for songwriters and artists [24].

Integrating the music industry with blockchain technology can solve

several issues regarding transparency and ownership payment. The

blockchain can be used to create a precise distributed database to protect

information of music rights in a ledger. Also, smart contracts can be used

to provide a digital and secure contract for the music industry.

2.7.2 Education
Education is one of the applications that started to adopt the blockchain in

interesting and innovative applications such as management of credentials

and transcripts, proof of learning, management of reputation and manage-

ment of student records. The blockchain can be used as a decentralized data-

base to store different types of education information permanently. This, in

turn, can help universities to adopt cryptographical-signed and confirmable

certificate on the blockchain which allow both employers and students to

access it easily [25].

Fig. 5 The process of a financial transaction using the blockchain technology.
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Integrating the blockchain with learning societies can create innovative

educational applications which build a new learning model where the

exchange of ideas and concepts coupled with a tracking system for evaluat-

ing the learning results. The blockchain can be used in the regulation of con-

tracts and payments to assess learning and record academic progress such as

paying tuition fees by peer-teaching with other students.

2.7.3 Public services
Data generated by governmental organizations are internally fragmented and

opaque to citizens and businesses. While with the use of blockchain tech-

nology, data records can be created and verified quickly with ensuring secu-

rity and transparency of data. Blockchain features such as digital signatures

and time-stamping are predicted to provide countless advantages in public

services to allow citizens to handle transactions and generate accounts inde-

pendently without the need for lawyers, government officials and other third

parties.

Several governments started to adopt blockchain technology to support

various public services to their citizens. For instance, the Estonian govern-

ment has utilized blockchain technology to allow citizens to perform several

tasks using their ID cards such as voting, register for their businesses, order

medical prescriptions and pay taxes. In addition, the UK work and pensions

department has started to adopt the blockchain in welfare payments. Also,

Sweden has conducted tests to put real estate transactions on the

blockchain [22].

2.7.4 Healthcare
Blockchain has great potentials to resolve interoperability problems of the

existing healthcare systems. It can be utilized to enable healthcare objects

and researchers to share their Electronic Health Record (EHR) in a safe

and protected way. Also, it allows for improving medical care and doctor

endorsement.

Managing the healthcare data whether by storing or analyzing is not an

easy operation especially regarding data privacy. To provide a secure envi-

ronment for the healthcare sector with blockchain, Healthcare Data Gate-

way (HDG) can be used to manage and control data storage and sharing

easily. Also, improving privacy can be ensured by adopting the private

blockchain which allows only specific persons to store or modify the medical

information [26].
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2.7.5 Cybersecurity
Security is one of the major issues for all current and new technologies. Pop-

ular companies faced many security problems. For instance, more than

50 million Facebook profiles have been breached by Cambridge Analytica

to target them with personalized political advertisements which affected the

US voters on their final decision on the presidential election. Also, in 2016,

Yahoo, the famous search engine, faced a major attack and around one bil-

lion Yahoo accounts were compromised. When security companies did

their research about common security vulnerabilities, they found that

65% of the data breaches were occurred because of weak, default, or stolen

passwords. Also, they found phishing emails steal sensitive data such as

username, password, and financial records [27].

Blockchain has several benefits that can be used to solve the cybersecurity

issue. First, blockchain is a trustless system where people trust does not exist.

It assumes that any insider or outsider can attack the system, so it is

completely independent of human ethics. Second, blockchain is immutable,

so anyone can store data and secure it with different cryptographic features

such as hashing and digital signatures. As soon as data formed as a block in the

blockchain, it cannot be altered or deleted. Third, blockchain involves mul-

tiple users in the network, so changing or adding a block needs to be verified

by the majority of users which make the attack very difficult to achieve [16].

2.7.6 Voting
Voting is an important tool for any democratic government. It is a must pro-

cess for all people; however, the traditional paper ballot system of voting

faces several issues. For instance, the system cannot be automated, and peo-

ple have to physically go to the venues where the ballot boxes are kept which

make them wait in lines for long times. Also, counting the votes takes a long

time and the election can be breached by inserting bogus ballot papers. Also,

the cost and amount of papers wasted in the operation are very high [28].

With transparency and immutability features of the blockchain, the vot-

ing process can bemuch simpler and save the huge cost wasted in the classical

paper ballot voting system. The voter can create a block, which is their vote,

so once the vote is done, anyone can verify whether the signature is valid or

not and make sure that none of the votes has been tampered with.

2.8 Challenges of blockchain
Blockchain is not straightforward. It raises several challenges with existing

technologies that need to be resolved. These challenges are summarized

in Fig. 6 and described as follows.
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• Scalability: As discussed earlier, every transaction is stored in the distributed

ledger. These transactions are increasing every day. To validate a transaction,

each user has to store it on the ledger to examine the source of the exis-

ting transaction.Moreover, creating a block faces several constraints regard-

ing time and size. For example, Bitcoin can only create almost seven

transactions per second, which cannot realize the processing needs of

billions of transactions in real-time applications [21]. Also, the size of a trans-

action plays an important role in the execution order since minors prefer to

generate blocks with large transaction size and high transaction fees. This

leads to more latency for small transactions. Some research studies suggested

solutions to the scalability issue. For instance, Bruce [29] proposed a storage

optimization method for the blockchain to delete old transaction records

from the ledger.However,more research is needed to address this challenge.

• Privacy: A certain amount of privacy can be protected through the

blockchain technology. The user uses anonymous identity to create

and verify transactions using their private and public key. However,

since all participating users in the blockchain network can view values

Fig. 6 Challenges of the blockchain technology.
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of all transactions, the blockchain cannot guarantee transactions’ privacy.

Also, J. Barcelo indicated that the user’s transaction can be linked to dis-

close user’s personal information. Therefore, the privacy issue of

blockchain technology needs more research to increase the adoption rate

of blockchain in various applications.

• Wasted Resources: Till the moment, energy efficiency is one of the signifi-

cant challenges in computer engineering that needs to be resolved.Regard-

ing blockchain technology, the mining process needs a huge volume of

computation power to compute and verify transactions in a secure manner.

However, it is essential to reduce wasted resources in the mining process.

Some researchers have proposed several solutions to resolve this problem.

For example, Janish [30] has proposed a scheme to speed the mining pro-

cess by using simultaneous Central Processing Units (CPUs) and Graphics

Processing Units (GPUs) in individual machines in mining pools.

• Data Malleability: Maintaining the integrity of data is one of the critical

aspects in the blockchain. Data should not be altered or tampered with

when transmitted or verified. Malleability attack on data integrity indi-

cates that the signature of transactions used to verify the possession of

Bitcoin does not deliver any integrity assurance for signatures them-

selves. Consequently, an intruder can capture, alter, and rebroadcast a

transaction which causes the transaction’s creator to think that the trans-

action was not verified [31].

• Usability: The usability issue refers to the fact that the blockchain Appli-

cation Programming Interface (API) is hard and difficult to use. The main

target of all new technologies should involve providing usable and easy-

to-use interfaces for both users and developers. Blockchain usability from

the perspective of the cryptocurrency domain should allow users to ana-

lyze the blockchain. In the blockchain environment, blocks are generated

continuously and validated by the participating users, which generate an

exciting atmosphere of transaction flows. Therefore, it is critical to

improve the blockchain usability by providing the required tools to allow

users to analyze the entire blockchain network [32].

• Bootstrapping: Transferring the present business documents, contracts or

frameworks to the novel blockchain based technology introduces mul-

tiple migration responsibilities which require to be performed. For

instance, in the event of a land ownership, the existing forms require

to be migrated and formatted to be equivalent for the blockchain form,

which take time and cost.

• Bandwidth: The block size in blockchains determines the number of

transactions needed for each block. To keep equality and give all users
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of the blockchain network equal chances to become a leader in the next

round, all users should be informed about newly blocks at the same time.

The block size is generally restricted to the uplink bandwidth of users.

For instance, the current block size in Bitcoin is 1MB, which is around

1000 transactions [15]. Therefore, the block size and user’s bandwidth

should be considered when creating new blocks.

• Authentication: In the existing blockchain, once a user identity is created,

there is no guarantee that the user requesting the identity is the correct

owner of that identity and not a malicious one. There are some problems

in the authentication of Bitcoin. For instance, there is a famous incident

in Mt. Gox, where private keys of their users were breached. So,

maintaining a strong authentication scheme is one of the fundamental

priorities for the blockchain technology which needs more research

and efforts to develop [32].

3. Internet of Things

The IoT allows different devices/objects around us in the environment

to be addressable, recognizable and locatable via sensor devices. Also, it allows

these devices to be controllable over the Internet using either wired or wireless

communication networks. Everyday objects involve not only normal elec-

tronic devices or technological development products like vehicles, phones,

etc., but also other objects such as food, animals, clothes, trees, etc. The key

purpose of the IoT system is to allow various objects to be connected in any-

place, anytime by anyone ideally using any path/network and any service [33].

This section provides a discussion of technical aspects of the IoT system.

It started by discussing the history of IoT and how it developed. This

followed by presenting various definitions of the IoT which are suggested

by various organizations and researchers. Architecture, essential characteris-

tics, applications and challenges of the IoT system are also presented.

3.1 History of IoT
The concept of IoT is not new, it passed through several phases until reaches

to what is known now. The IoT notion starts in 1982 when four students

from Carnegie Mellon University invented the ARPANET-connected

coke machine to indicate whether drinks contained in the coke machine

are cold or not. Their main idea was to count how many coke bottles

had remained in each row and for how long. If the loaded bottle is left

for a long time in the machine, it is labeled “cold.” All this data was then

remotely available to customers via a finger interface. This experiment
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had inspired a lot of inventors all over the world to create their own con-

nected appliance [34].

In the early 1990s, IBM scientists presented and patented an Ultra-High

Frequency (UHF) Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) that covers

wider distance and provides faster data transfer. Although IBM performed

few pilot experiments, it never commercialized this new technology. In

the mid-1990s, IBM has suffered from tough financial problems whichmake

them sell their patent to Intermec, a barcode system provider. Several appli-

cations are built using Intermec RFID systems, but due to the high cost of

this technology at this time and low capacities of sales, this technology did

not spread as was expected [35].

In 1999, Auto-IDentification Centre at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology (MIT) has funded through various organizations to involve

UHF RFID in connecting various objects together. This occurred when

two professors, David Brock and Sanjay Sarma, have proposed using RFID

tags to track products through the supply chain. Their proposal was essen-

tially to use only the tag’s serial number to track products to save costs, since

producing a more complicated chip with a large memory storage will be

more expensive. Data linked with the RFID tag was kept in a database that

can be accessed over the Internet [36].

Several research and publications confirmed that the term “Internet of

Things” was first presented by Ashton, who is the executive director of

MIT ID Centre in 1999 [37]. Ashton has said, “The Internet of Things has

the potential to change the world, just as the Internet did. Maybe even more so”

[37]. However, other researchers argued that Neil Gershenfeld is the first

one who spoke about the idea of IoT in his book titled “When Things Start

to Think” [38]. Table 2 presents the development phases of the IoT system

starting from 1982 till 2021.

3.2 Definitions of IoT
The IoT concept describes the capacity of network connectivity of various

types of objects in the environment, not just computers. These objects can

act intelligently and exchange data with other devices with negligible human

involvement. Although the popularity of the IoT system and high accep-

tance of this new technology globally, a precise definition does not exist.

There are various definitions that focus on a specific view of the IoT. We

will try to provide common definitions of the IoT from different

perspectives [39].
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Table 2 Summary of IoT development phases starting from 1982 till 2021.
Year Contribution

1982 Four students from Carnegie Mellon University invented the ARPANET-

connected coke machine

1989 Tim Berners-Lee proposed the World Wide Web

1990 John Romkey introduced a toaster connected to the Internet

1999 Neil Gershenfeld talked about foundations of the IoT in his book titled

“When Things Start to Think”

1999 Kevin Ashton introduced the concept of “Internet of Things” for the first

time

2000 LG announced the world’s first Internet-enabled refrigerator

2004 The concept of IoT becomes more popular. There were enormous

publications in newspapers and magazines about the IoT

2005 The Internet-connected device Nabaztag appeared. It was a small robot for

consumer use, manufactured to connect to Wi-Fi networks to gather

weather information, news and stockmarket changes, and read them aloud to

the owner

2008 The first international conference on the IoT which took place in Zurich,

Switzerland

2008 The IoT has been notified as one of the “Disruptive Civil Technologies” by

US national intelligence council with possible effects on US interests out to

2025

2008 Cisco reported that the IoT was born since there were more connected

devices than people population

2009 Google starts testing self-driving cars. Using sensor-enabled devices on the

car deck, Toyota Prius was able to detect pedestrians, cyclists, road work, and

other valuable objects

2010 China picks the IoT as a key industry. Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao

considered the IoT as a significant industry domain for China

2011 IPv6 public launch. Several organizations have motivated the Internet

providers to be prepared for the transition from IPv4 to IPv6

2013 Google announced smart glasses. It featured a display that had the ability to

show information hands-free, and a natural language voice recognition

module to connect to the Internet via spoken commands

2015 Mattel produces IoT-enabled toys. They produced a Barbie with an

embedded Wi-Fi module and a toy house with built-in interactive features

such as voice-controlled light bulbs and a toy oven with fire

Continued
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The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) in 2012 has pro-

vided a common definition for the IoT which has been adopted by several

researchers. It stated “a global infrastructure for the information society, enabling

advanced services by interconnecting (physical and virtual) things based on, existing

and evolving, interoperable information and communication technologies” [40].

While the Internet Architecture Board (IAB) describes the IoT as

“Internet of Things denotes a trend where a large number of embedded devices employ

communication services offered by the Internet protocols. Many of these devices, often

called ‘smart objects,’ are not directly operated by humans, but exist as components in

buildings or vehicles, or are spread out in the environment” [41].

There were other views from various researchers. For instance, Atzori

et al. [42] have suggested the fundamental idea of the IoT is the universal

existence of diversity of things such as sensors, RFID tags, actuators and

mobile phones which can interact with each other to achieve a common

goal. In addition, Ma [43] has proposed a definition for the IoT which stated

as “The IoT can enable the interconnection and integration of the physical world and

the cyberspace; representing the trend of future networking while leading the third wave

of the IT industry revolution.”

Similarly, Gubbi et al. [44] have defined the IoT system from the per-

spective of a smart environment. It described the IoT as “interconnection of

sensing and actuating devices providing the ability to share information across plat-

forms through a unified framework, developing a common operating picture for

Table 2 Summary of IoT development phases starting from 1982 till 2021.—cont’d
Year Contribution

2016 Apple introduced products home kit to provide the developers with

comprehensive tools for developing smart home appliances’ software

2016 Google releases Google Home which allows for integrating third-party

services to enable users with a wide field of interaction

2017 Microsoft launches Azure IoT edge that enables small devices to utilize cloud

services even if they are not connected to the cloud

2017 Google releases Cloud IoT Core that allows devices to connect to the cloud

more easily

2018 Governments started to think about the security of IoT devices and

encourage manufacturers to adopt security by design

2020 According to Cisco, there will be around 50 billion connected devices

2021 BMW, Ford, Volvo say that there will be fully autonomous cars
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enabling innovative applications.” Also, Guillemin and Friess [45] have defined

the IoT in simple terms, as shown in Fig. 7. It stated: “The Internet of Things

allows people and things to be connected Anytime, Anyplace, with anything and any-

one, ideally using any path/network and any service.”

3.3 IoT expansion
The IoT refers to a huge network of devices and sensors that able to capture

and share data with one another. These devices involve both physical and

virtual objects that are interconnected together over the Internet. There

are huge technological developments that extended the IoT to include other

technologies such as Cloud computing and Wireless Sensor Networks

(WSNs) [45]. The IoT has the capability to primarily modify business

models and value chains in different organizations. It is not just a smart oven

connected to the Internet. In some stage, all products will have the ability to

connect to the Internet in an economic way.

Fig. 7 The IoT can connect anything in anywhere using any path.
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The number of connected devices exceeds the population worldwide

from 2008 and with unlimited capabilities of the IoT system, novel applica-

tions and services can be created every day using this fascinating technology.

The number of IoT devices is increasing every day. Regarding Statista, the

number of IoT devices is expected to reach about 31 billion worldwide at

the end of 2020. This number will significantly increase to about 75 billion

devices at the end of 2025 [46], as shown in Fig. 8. In addition, the IoT has

an expected revenue estimated to reach about $1.8 trillion by 2026.

One of the major issues standing as a barrier to adopting various IoT

products is the security and privacy challenges. The growth of IoT devices

creates new services and applications, but at the same time, it creates several

security vulnerabilities that became more apparent. Manufacturers of IoT

devices are not considering security in their priorities [48]. With low public

awareness about security and privacy, IoT devices could lead to severe prob-

lems that could literally lead to losing our lives. The governments should

encourage manufacturers of IoT devices to adopt new security measures

in their products. Also, manufacturers should employ the concept of security

by design to implement built-in security algorithms within their products to

ensure minimum security and safety for various consumers.

3.4 Architecture of IoT
There are different architectures for the IoT system that represent various

perspectives about the IoT and its functions. However, the most common
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architecture for the IoT is the one made by IoTWorld Forum (IWF) archi-

tecture committee in October 2014 [49]. This reference model provides a

common framework to allow deploying the IoT easily and quickly in the

industry. Similar to Open System Interconnection (OSI) reference model

of the network, the IoT reference model is divided into seven layers to pro-

mote the association and expansion of IoT deployment models, as shown in

Fig. 9. It identifies where various kinds of processing are operated through

different layers of the IoT reference model and enables various manufac-

turers to produce compatible IoT products working with each other

smoothly and efficiently. Also, this architecture model converts the IoT

from a conceptual model into a real and approachable system [50].

Layer 1 is the physical layer. It is the hardware layer which collects data

from the physical world and transfers it to the upper layer. This layer involves

physical objects and sensors. Essentially, the purpose of this layer is to iden-

tify different objects and collect information about the surrounding environ-

ment such as temperature, humidity, pressure, water quality, motion

detection, amount of dust in the air, etc. [51].

Layer 2 is connectivity. This layer is used to interconnect different IoT

things with each other using interconnection devices such as switches,

Collaboration & Processes

Application

Data abstraction

Data Accumulation

Edge Computing

Connectivity

Physical Devices & Controllers

Layer 7 – Involving People & Business
Processes

Layer 6 – Reporting, Analysis and Control

Layer 5 – Aggregation and Access

Layer 4 – Big data and Storage of  Things
Data

Layer 3 – Data Elements Analysis &
Transformation

Layer 2 – Communications & Processing
Units, Protocols, Networks, M2M, etc.

Layer 1 – Devices, Sensors, Controllers,
etc.

Fig. 9 The IoT reference model according to IWF.
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gateway and router. It also transfers gathered data securely from sensors to

the upper layer for processing. Layer 3 is edge computing. This layer takes

data coming from the connectivity layer and converts it into information

appropriate for storage and higher-level processing. At this layer, the

processing components work with a huge amount of data which could exe-

cute some data transformation to reduce the size of data.

Data accumulation occurs in layer 4. The main function of this layer is to

store data coming from layer 3. It absorbs a huge amount of data and places

them in storages to be accessible by upper layers. So, it simply changes event-

based data to query-based processing information for upper layers. Layer 5 is

data abstraction. This layer combines data coming from different sources and

converts stored data into the appropriate format for applications in a man-

ageable and efficient manner [47].

Layer 6 is the application layer. This layer is concerned with the infor-

mation interpretation of various IoT applications. It includes various IoT

applications such as healthcare, smart city, smart grid, smart home, con-

nected car, smart agriculture, etc. [49]. Layer 7 is collaboration and pro-

cesses. This layer identifies individuals who can communicate and

collaborate to make use of the IoT data efficiently. It provides other func-

tionalities like creating graphs and business models and other based on data

retrieved from the application layer. It also assists managers to make precise

choices about their business based on their data analysis [52].

3.5 Characteristics of IoT
The basic notion of the IoT is to provide an autonomous system capable of

sharing useful information between uniquely identifiable real-world objects

usingRFID tags andWSNs. The IoT system shows common characteristics.

This section provides common characteristics that better describe the IoT

system, as summarized in Fig. 10.

• Large Scale: As explained earlier, the IoT system expanded to reach about

30 billion devices at the end of 2018. Cisco expected that this number

will increase to reach about 50 billion devices at the end of 2020. This

large number of connected devices creates a large-scale network to share

their collected information and cooperate together to enhance existed

services and generate novel applications capable of handling daily life

problems of IoT users [53].

• Intelligence: The notion of integrating sensors, computers and communi-

cation networks to collect and observe information has found for
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decades. The modern developments aim to make IoT objects acting

intelligently and make autonomous decisions. Most IoT devices act

regarding their predetermined actions, but with the convergence of

sophisticated hardware and software algorithms, IoT objects become

able to respond intelligently and correctly according to different situa-

tions and contexts [33].

• Sensing: Sensors are one of the main elements of the IoT system, which

are used to sense, perceive, and gather information about the surround-

ing environment. The collected information can be resulted from their

recording or after their interaction with the environment. Sensing tech-

niques deliver various abilities to consider human susceptibility about the

surroundings. Also, the sensing feature is important aspect toward con-

text awareness which allows devices to adjust themselves to various sit-

uations and contexts depending on their operating circumstances [44].

• Unique Identification: Each IoT device involves an RFID tag which pro-

vides a unique identity for each device. These identities given to IoT

devices are used by the manufactures to upgrade devices’ software.

The IoT system with billions of connected devices needs a naming

Intelligence

Large Scale

Self-configuring

Connectivity

Heterogeneity

Dynamic
Environment

Unique
identification

Sensing

Characteristics
of  IoT

Fig. 10 Common characteristics of the IoT system.
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architecture that provides unique identities to IoT devices to establish

communication paths between different types of devices [54].

• Dynamic Environment: The IoT is a dynamic system in nature which

makes various things can adapt to environmental changes and act intel-

ligently based on the context. Also, IoT devices gather data with consid-

ering dynamic changes in the environment. The status of these devices

changes dynamically based on surrounding conditions such as connected

or disconnected, sleeping or running [55].

• Heterogeneity: There are several manufacturers who want to produce

many devices to leverage their connectivity over the Internet. However,

they face a problem when it comes to managing the heterogeneity of

their devices. The IoT system involves several devices with different

hardware platforms, networks, communication protocols and operating

systems. Although the heterogeneity of these devices causes many prob-

lems, they still able to communicate with each other using different com-

munication networks [56].

• Connectivity: The IoT system involves multiple devices that need to be

connected to share their information. The IoT has the ability to link

and interconnect different objects in the environment to offer new mar-

ket opportunities for generating new applications and services to help

humans in different domains [41].

• Self-configuring: The large-scale feature of IoT devices creates a severe

problem for various service providers and manufacturers to maintain

and update their devices. With the self-configuring features for the

IoT, devices can work with each other to deliver a specific operation.

Also, these devices could configure themselves and search for the newest

software update in association with the device manufacturer with neg-

ligible efforts [57].

3.6 IoT Applications
The IoT system can interconnect almost all physical and virtual objects in

our environment that yield new services and applications. These applications

can be adopted in different domains to increase our quality of life. This sec-

tion provides a discussion of common IoT applications.

3.6.1 Home automation
Smart home is one of the most popular applications of the IoT system.

Thanks to sensor and actuation technologies along with WSNs, people

can connect a variety of smart appliances inside their homes to resolve their
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interests. In a smart home, there are several sensors to enable smart and auto-

mated services which operate with minimal human efforts. Also, sensors are

used to maintain security and safety [58].

Although the benefits supported by smart home are countless, it intro-

duces some issues regarding security and privacy since all actions and events

occurred in the home are being recorded. If an attacker has succeeded to

breach the system, it may make the system to act maliciously. So, smart

home should be protected in a way that allows smart devices to notify

the owner regarding any abnormal action. Also, reliability is another chal-

lenge since no administrator is existed to observe the system behavior [59].

3.6.2 Healthcare
The IoT has proven it can provide several benefits for the healthcare domain

by creating new application and services that help patients and keep the field

innovative. There are multiple wearable devices developed to monitor and

track patient’s health conditions. These devices allow older patients to live

independently without fear. Also, these devices can be utilized to constantly

observe and store patients’ health conditions and send warning messages in

abnormal situations. If the situation is minor, the device itself can recom-

mend a treatment for the patient. While if it is a major situation, the device

can send urgent messages to the hospital or ambulances to be immediately

dispatched [51].

3.6.3 Smart agriculture
With the existence of multiple sensors within the IoT environment, farmers

can use collected data to produce a better return on the investment. The soil

parameters such as humidity, salt level and temperature can be collected and

measured using the available sensors to increase agriculture production.

Furthermore, with the existence of several wireless technologies such as geo-

graphical information system and remote sensing, there are many chances to

collect relevant information about the soil quickly and efficiently which can

help to substitute human effort with automatic machinery to increase

agricultural production [60].

There is a significant growth in the adoption of IoT devices in the agri-

culture domain. It is predicted that the number of IoT devices in agriculture

will reach about 75 million by the end of 2020 [61]. There are several advan-

tages for integrating IoT solutions in agriculture. For example, sensors can be

used to monitor soil quality, crop’s growth progress and weather conditions

besides staff performance and equipment efficiency. Also, the IoT system can
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help to automate various operations across the crop life cycle and accomplish

better management over the production method and ensure advanced stan-

dards of crop quality [62].

3.6.4 Supply chain and logistics
The IoT system attempts to facilitate real-world operations in business and

information systems. Using sensor technologies such as RFID and Near

Field Communication (NFC), products can be tracked from the manufac-

turer to the distribution location. RFID tags attached to the products are

used to uniquely identifies each product and collect relevant information

automatically to convey it in real-time along with location information.

These tags are used to transmit messages showing exactly what products,

sizes and style variations as well as temperature and humidity of products.

In addition, automated data capture gives real-time visibility of stock and

avoids manual counting and human errors. In simple words, the IoT is

set to revolutionize the supply chain with both operational efficiencies

and revenue opportunities [63].

3.6.5 Smart city
The notion of smart cities refers to the adoption of IoT devices such as sen-

sors, meters, lights, etc., to monitor and collect information about the sur-

rounding city. This information is used to improve public services and city

infrastructure. IoT solutions are involved inmany areas of smart cities such as

smart street lighting, trash management, smart parking and traffic

management [64].

For smart traffic, collected sensor information about traffic can be sent to

citizens’ phones to monitor traffic in real-time and allow drivers to choose

the best road to save driving efforts and time. Also, drivers can be warned in

the case of accidents to redirect away from congestion. For trash manage-

ment, IoT sensors are deployed across trash bins to send messages to specific

authorities to report bins need to be emptied. Also, these sensors can be used

to optimize trash trucks to reduce emerge usage [65].

3.6.6 Smart grid
Using energy efficiently and ultimately saving more money can be achieved

through the use of IoT sensors to collect relevant information about energy

consumption in the home, for example, suggesting better ways to save

energy. Also, IoT sensors information can be used to deliver consumers
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all relevant information about various energy suppliers in an automated way

for choosing the best for consumers.

The concept of smart grids adds intelligence at the power flow cycle from

supplier to consumer. This type of intelligence can be used to help con-

sumers to be aware of power consumption and dynamic pricing [66]. Also,

one of the main applications of the smart grid is a smart meter which collects,

records and analyzes power consumption at different times of the day. This

information can be used by consumers to adjust their power consumption

and change their lifestyles to reduce costs.

3.6.7 Connected car
Smart car or what it called connected car started to be deployed into our

community. This type of cars can access the Internet and share their data

with other devices. The number of cars equipped with this facility is increas-

ing every day, which will allow the appearance of several applications for

connected cars in the near future [67]. The connected car provides several

advantages over the normal one. It can reduce car accidents and decrease car

drivers’ errors by allowing the driver to operate the car remotely. These

driverless cars also can save time and reduce driving stress. Several car man-

ufacturers such as BMW, Ford and Volvo have confirmed that there will be

fully autonomous cars by the end of 2021 [62].

3.6.8 Wearables
Wearables have a huge interest in markets all over the world. Many com-

panies started to produce these devices with huge quantities to satisfy

increased demands such as Google and Samsung. According to Statista,

the number of connected wearable devices is expected to reach 830 million

at the end of 2020 [46]. Wearable devices are equipped with sensors and

have the ability to connect to the Internet for data sharing. These sensors

collect data about the user which is later processed to extract meaningful

information. Most common wearable devices are in fitness, health and

entertainment [68].

3.7 Challenges of IoT
Although IoT solutions provide countless benefits, they raise many chal-

lenges that need to be resolved. Most common issues of the IoT system

including Big Data, networking, scalability, heterogeneity, interoperability

and security and privacy are discussed in this section. They also summarized

in Fig. 11.
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3.7.1 Big data
Big Data is a quite novel expression that indicates the massive quantity of

data whether structured or unstructured, which is hard to process with clas-

sical database methods and software techniques. It characterized by what is

called 5V’s, volume, variety, variability, value and velocity. Big Data has a

huge interest from multiple organizations as a new industry domain such as

online social networks (Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram) since there is a

huge amount of data collected through social networks. For instance, in

2010, Twitter produced in average about 10 terabytes of data per day [69].

With billions of devices and objects, the IoT is one of the major sources

of big data. Although Cloud computing can be used to store data perma-

nently, processing this huge quantity of data is an extensive problem espe-

cially the performance of various IoT applications is based on the data

management service. Also, this huge amount of data raises security and pri-

vacy issues since ensuring the data integrity will be a very difficult task to

achieve [70].

3.7.2 Networking
The key driver of the IoT system is to connect all objects/devices to share

their information. These devices are different in shape and structure which

make it use different communication networking protocols [71].

Fig. 11 Challenges of IoT.
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Implementing a networking protocol for the IoT should be built with taking

consideration of system performance and usability. This is because the net-

work protocol has a major impact on the behavior of the network. So,

choosing the appropriate networking protocol is an issue that needs to be

addressed. Furthermore, selecting the appropriate network topology for

the protocol is another challenge [59].

3.7.3 Heterogeneity
The IoT is one of the popular examples that describes the heterogeneity

issue since it involves billions of different devices in their nature. The main

target of the IoT system is to build a common method to abstract the het-

erogeneity of these devices and accomplishing the best exploitation of their

functionality [72].

Since the IoT system is growing significantly, the search for applications

that can adapt itself with varying hardware and software of IoT devices will

continue to achieve the maximum efficiency for the IoT system. Service

providers have to take into their consideration the widespread diversity of

network connectivity options, protocols, and communication methods

when implementing a service for the IoT system [53].

3.7.4 Interoperability
The interoperability refers to the capability of the system components to

cooperate with each other in an efficient manner regardless of their technical

specifications. Although the interconnection of IoT heterogeneous devices

allows sharing their information which results in creating novel services,

it comes at a price. As the acceptance of the IoT system increased and

the number of connected objects and networks expands, the interopera-

bility becomes a fundamental priority to interconnect various things

efficiently [73].

Despite the presence of several proposed results to address the interop-

erability problem like open source frameworks, data-over-sound technol-

ogy and creating common IoT services layer, the interoperability is still a

big challenge that needs to be addressed [74].

3.7.5 Scalability
Scalability is one of the significant challenges of the IoT system that requires

to be handled to contain the massive increase of connected devices. Scalabil-

ity signifies the system capability to deal with the potential growth of the

system in an efficient manner without affecting the system performance.
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Being scalable is a mandatory operation for the IoT system to satisfy the vary-

ing requirements since people interest varies with time and environmental

situations [75]. Therefore, the scalability issue needs more research to test

potentials of the IoT system when increasing number of connected devices.

3.7.6 Security and privacy
The enormous increase of IoT devices in our environment leads to increas-

ing the chances to find security vulnerabilities within IoT devices which are

poorly secured without any built-in security measures. Exploiting these vul-

nerabilities results in stealing user information and may put their lives in dan-

ger. Also, as IoT sensors are distributed in our surroundings which allow it to

collect our sensitive information, marketing behavior, habits and other

information which violates our privacy [76].

Therefore, handling security challenges in the IoT system should be a

fundamental priority to increase adoption of IoT applications among con-

sumers. Also, IoT users need to be fully confident about the security of their

IoT devices and related applications, as they become more integrated into

people daily lives activities [77].

4. Conclusion

Recently, blockchain technology has received widespread attention.

It has the potential to be involved in almost every industry even if it still in

the first stage of approval and still multiple challenges need to be addressed.

Blockchain refers to a tamper-proof distributed ledger which enables trans-

actions to be executed in a decentralized environment. It has the capability

to solve the main problems of the traditional centralized model. On the

other hand, the IoT has emerged as a new evolution of the Internet. It

enables different objects and devices in the environment to be connected

over the Internet. With the help of sensors and actuators, it collects mean-

ingful information from these objects/devices to improve human productiv-

ity and efficiency. The integration of the IoT with blockchain should be the

next stage of developments. To be ready for this integration, this chapter

presented a discussion of the technical aspects of blockchain and IoT. It

started by providing a review of the blockchain technology. Applications

and challenges of the blockchain are also discussed. This is followed by pro-

viding an overview of the IoT system including its common architecture and

essential characteristics. In addition, various applications and challenges of

the IoT system were presented.
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